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The properties of precessing, coalescing binary black holes are presently inferred through compar-
ison with two approximate models of compact binary coalescence. In this work we show these two
models often disagree substantially when binaries have modestly large spins (a >∼ 0.4) and modest
mass ratios (q >∼ 2). We demonstrate these disagreements using standard figures of merit and the
parameters inferred for recent detections of binary black holes. By comparing to numerical rela-
tivity, we confirm these disagreements reflect systematic errors. We provide concrete examples to
demonstrate that these systematic errors can significantly impact inferences about astrophysically
significant binary parameters. For the immediate future, parameter inference for binary black holes
should be performed with multiple models (including numerical relativity), and carefully validated
by performing inference under controlled circumstances with similar synthetic events.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Obser-
vatory (LIGO) has reported the discovery of three bi-
nary black hole (BBH) mergers to date – GW150914 [1],
GW151226 [2], and GW170104 [3] – along with one astro-
physically plausible candidate signal, LVT151012 [4]. At
this early stage, observations cannot firmly distinguish
between a number of possible BBH formation mecha-
nisms [5]. These include the evolution of isolated pairs
of stars [6–11], dynamic binary formation in dense clus-
ters [12], and pairs of primordial black holes [13]; see,
e.g., [5] and references therein.
One way to possibly distinguish between isolated and
dynamic formation mechanisms is to measure the spin
properties of the black holes [5, 14–19]. The presence of
a component of the black hole spins in the plane of the
orbit leads to precession of that plane. If suitably mas-
sive and significantly spinning, such binaries will strongly
precess within the LIGO sensitive band. If BBHs are the
end points of isolated binary star systems, they would be
expected to contain black holes with spins preferentially
aligned with the orbital angular momentum [20, 21],
and therefore rarely be strongly precessing. If, however,
BBHs predominantly form as a result of gravitational
interactions inside dense populations of stellar systems,
the relative orientations of the black hole spins with their
orbits will be random, and some gravitational wave sig-
nals may be very strongly precessing. Precise measure-
ments of their properties will provide unique clues into
how black holes and massive stars evolve [15, 22–27].
The gravitational wave signals produced by strongly
precessing systems are challenging to model. Direct nu-
merical simulations of Einstein’s equations are possible
for these and other generic orbits, but are time consum-
ing to produce. As a result, approximate models to nu-
merical relativity have been developed, and recent mod-
els feature ways to mimic signals from precessing sys-
tems [28–34]. These approximate models have been used
to infer the properties of observed systems [35, 36].
In this paper we demonstrate by example several sys-
tematic issues which can complicate the interpretation of
rapidly-spinning and precessing binaries. First, we pro-
vide one of the first systematic head-to-head comparisons
of these models for precessing, coalescing binaries, us-
ing physically equivalent parameters for both waveforms;
see also [37, 38]. We show that the two models dis-
agree frequently for precessing systems, including param-
eters within the posterior distributions of gravitational
wave events like GW151226 and GW170104. Our study
differs from several previous investigations of waveform
fidelity [39–41] by focusing on precessing systems and
observationally-motivated parameters. The two models
principally disagree when the spins are both large and
precessing. GW measurements like LIGO’s have not
strongly prescribed whether such strongly-precessing sys-
tems are consistent with any individual observation. Us-
ing concrete examples, we remind the reader that the
posterior distributions for BH spins can depend signif-
icantly on the assumed prior distributions, particularly
since these distributions are often broad and nongaussian
[see, e.g. 42–44]. One astrophysically plausible prior dis-
tribution is significant BH natal spin (e.g., as motivated
by some X-ray observations) and random BH spin-orbit
alignment (e.g., as implied by dynamical formation sce-
narios). We show that, if these prior assumptions are
adopted, the posterior distribution is dominated by pa-
rameters for which the models disagree even more fre-
quently.
We perform parameter estimation on synthetic signals
to demonstrate quantitatively that these disagreements
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2NR ID/Approximant q (m1/m2) Mtot (MSun) χ1x χ1y χ1z χ2x χ2y χ2z
SEOBNRv3 1.91 60.0 -0.400 0.552 -0.346 0.174 -0.079 -0.052
SEOBNRv3 3.01 26.5 0.951 -0.115 0.124 0.510 0.298 0.760
SXS:BBH:0165 6.00 80.0 -0.058 0.776 -0.470 0.076 -0.172 -0.234
SXS:BBH:0112 5.00 80.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TABLE I: Parameters of synthetic sources: This table shows the parameters of all the synthetic sources (Approximant
and NR) used in this paper. q is the mass ratio defined with q > 1, Mtot is the total mass, and χ∗ are the components of the
normalized spins.
lead to biases in, and different conclusions about, astro-
physically relevant quantities. These synthetic signals
have parameters and detector configurations consistent
with observed events. Extending the study of [45], which
focused on weakly precessing systems, we show that in-
ferences about GW sources derived using the conven-
tional configuration can frequently be biased, particu-
larly in certain regions of the parameter space and about
observationally-relevant pairs of parameters. We show
that the conclusions reached can be strongly dependent
on the model used. We point out that extensive fol-
lowup studies – using multiple models and numerical
relativity – were performed on GW150914 [35, 45, 46]
and GW170104 [3, 47], producing good agreement across
multiple independent calculations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
compare the predictions of two models for the radiation
emitted by graivtational waves from precessing binary
binary black holes. To make our discussion extremely
concrete and observationally relevant, we perform these
comparisons on parameters drawn from LIGO’s infer-
ences about GW151226, and from our inferences about
synthetic events designed to mimic GW170104 and
GW151226. Under the conventional assumptions used
in this analysis, we find the two models disagree, princi-
pally when the inferred binary parameters involve large
precessing spins. Because the relative probability of large
and precessing spins depends on our prior assumptions,
we then repeat these comparison again, adopting prior
assumptions that do not disfavor BH binaries with two
significant, precessing spins. To illustrate the implica-
tions of these disagreements, in Section III, we perform
several proof-of-concept parameter inference calculations
using synthetic gravitational wave signals. Again, using
parameters consistent with real observations (i.e., drawn
from observed posterior distributions of observed BH-BH
binaries), we show that parameter inferences performed
with the two models can disagree substantially about
astrophysically relevant correlated parameters, like the
mass and spin of the most massive BH. To highlight
the fact that these disagreements occur frequently, not
merely for systems viewed in rare edge-on lines of sight,
we choose synthetic binaries which are inclined by pi/4 to
the line of sight. In Section IV, we discuss how our results
extend the broadening appreciation of potential sources
of systematic error in gravitational wave measurements.
II. MODELS FOR COMPACT BINARY
COALESCENCE DISAGREE
A. Models for radiation from binary black holes
When inferring properties of coalescing binary black
holes [3, 4, 35, 36], LIGO has so far favored two approxi-
mate models for their gravitational radiation: an effective
one body (EOB) model, denoted SEOBNRv3 [28, 29],
and a phenomenological frequency-domain inspiral and
merger model, denoted IMRPhenomPv2 [32].
The SEOBNRv3 model extends a long, incremental
tradition to modeling the inspiral and spin dynamics of
coalescing binaries via an ansatz for the two-body Hamil-
tonian [34]. In this approach, equations of motion for
the BH locations and spins are evolved in the time do-
main. For nonprecessing binaries, outgoing gravitational
radiation during the inspiral phase is generated using an
ansatz for resumming the post-Newtonian expressions
for outgoing radiation including non-quasicircular cor-
rections, for the leading-order ` = 2 subspace. For the
merger phase of nonprecessing binaries, the gravitational
radiation is generated via a resummation of many quasi-
normal modes, with coefficients chosen to ensure smooth-
ness. The final black hole’s mass and spin, as well as
some parameters in the nonprecessing inspiral model, are
generated via calibration to numerical relativity simula-
tions of black hole coalescence. For precessing binaries,
building off the post-Newtonian ansatz of seperation of
timescales and orbit averaging [48–51], gravitational ra-
diation during the insprial is modeled as if from an in-
stantaneously nonprecessing binary (with suitable non-
precessing spins), in a frame in which the binary is not
precessing [52–54]. During the merger, the radiation is
approximated using the same final black hole state, with
the same precession frequency.1 With well-specified ini-
tial data in the time domain, this method can be directly
compared to the trajectories [56] and radiation [57] of nu-
merical binary black hole spacetimes.
The IMRPhenomPv2 model is a part of an approach
that attempts to approximate the leading-order gravi-
1 This choice of merger phase behavior is known to be inconsistent
with precessional dynamics during merger [38, 55].
3tational wave radiation using phenomenological fits to
the fourier transform of this radiation, computed from
numerical relativity simulations and post-newtonian cal-
culation [30–32]. Also using information about the fi-
nal black hole state, this phenomenological frequency-
domain approach matches standard approximations for
the post-Newtonian gravitational wave phase to an ap-
proximate, theoretically-motivated spectrum character-
izing merger and ringdown. Precession is also incorpo-
rated by a “corotating frame” ansatz, here implemented
via a stationary-phase approximation to the time-domain
rotation operations performed for SEOBNRv3.
We make use of the lalsimulation implementations
of these two approximations, provided and maintained
by their authors in the same form as used in LIGO’s O1
and O2 investigtations.
The coalescence time and orientation (i.e., Euler an-
gles) of a binary are irrelevant for the inference of in-
strinic parameters from gravitational wave data. As a
result, and following custom in stationary-phase calcu-
lations, the IMRPhenomPv2 model does not calibrate
the reference phases and time. This makes easy head-
to-head comparison with time-domain calculations some-
what more difficult. Specifically, two different sets of pa-
rameters are needed to generate the same gravitational
radiation in SEOBNRv3 and IMRPhenomPv2, con-
nected by (a) a change in the overall orbital phase; (b)
a change in the precession phase of the orbital angu-
lar momentum; and (c) a change in the overall coales-
cence time. In the approximations adopted by IMRPhe-
nomPv2, these time and phase shifts do not qualitatively
change the underlying binary or its overall orientation-
dependent emission, just our perspective on it.
B. Binary black hole observations and model-based
inference
Inferences about black hole parameters are performed
using tools that apply Bayes’ theorem and standard
Monte Carlo inference techniques; see, e.g., [35, 58] and
references therein. For any coalescing black hole binary,
fully characterized by parameters x, we can compute the
(Gaussian) likelihood function p(d|x) for any stretch of
detector network data d that the signal is present in by
using waveform models and an estimate of the (approxi-
mately Gaussian) detector noise on short timescales (see,
e.g., [35, 46, 58] and references therein). In this expres-
sion x is shorthand for the 15 parameters needed to fully
specify a quasicircular BH-BH binary in space and time,
relative to our instrument, and d denotes all the gravita-
tional wave data from all of LIGO’s instruments.
Using Bayes’ theorem, the posterior distribution is pro-
portional to the product of this likelihood and our prior
assumptions p(x) about the probability of finding a black
hole merger with different masses, spins, and orienta-
tions somewhere in the universe [p(x|d) ∝ p(d|x)p(x)].
LIGO adopted a fiducial prior pref(x), uniform in orien-
tation, in comoving volume, in mass, in spin direction
(on the sphere), and, importantly for us, in spin magni-
tude [35, 58].
Using standard Bayesian tools [35, 58], one can pro-
duce a sequence of independent, identically distributed
samples xn,s (s = 1, 2, . . . , S) from the posterior distri-
bution p(x|d) for each event n; that is, each xn,s is drawn
from a distribution proportional to p(dn|xn)pref(xn).
Typical calculations of this type provide <∼ 104 sam-
ples [35, 58]. Using classical distribution and density
estimation techniques, the samples let us infer the bi-
nary parameter distributions. For example, if X is some
scalar quantity (e.g., the chirp mass) derived from x, then
the cumulative distribution P (< X) can be estimated by∑
k Θ(X −Xk)/N , where Θ denotes the Heavyside step
function.
As is immediately apparent from Bayes’ theorem and
has long been understood, the choice of prior pref directly
influences the posterior, particularly for parameters not
well constrained by the data (e.g., due to weak depedence
or strong degeneracies). As a concrete example, in the
left panel of Figure 1 we show the cumulative distribution
of χ1,z for a synthetic source similar to GW151226. The
black curve corresponds to results evaluated using the
fiducial prior, where χ1, χ2 are distributed independently
and uniformly. The red curve is computed by drawing χ1
from the cumulative distribution P (< χ1) = χ
3
1 and simi-
larly from χ2, which we henceforth denote the volumetric
(spin) prior.
In the context of systematic errors and astrophysical
measurements of BH-BH binaries, the choice of prior is
important. Within the context of a specific astrophysi-
cal scenario or question of interest, a prior favoring large
spins (or significant precession) can be appropriate. As
we show below, these changes in prior can significantly in-
crease the posterior probability of the region where model
disagreement is substantial (e.g., large transverse spins,
high mass ratio, and long signals).
When assessing the impact of modified priors, we exer-
cise an abundance of caution and replicate the Bayesian
inference calculations in full. In principle, with suffi-
ciently many samples, we could estimate the posterior
distribution for any prior p(x) by using weighted sam-
ples. For example, we could estimate P (< X) accord-
ing to the modified prior p(x) via the weighted em-
pirical cumulative distribution Pˆ (< X) =
∑
k Θ(X −
Xk)p(xk)/(Npref(xk)). The approach of reweighted pos-
terior samples is widely proposed in hierarchical model
selection [24, 60]. In practice, however, this method is
reliable if and only if xk cover the parameter space com-
pletely and sufficiently densely. In our specific circum-
stances, the fiducial prior pref(x) associates substantial
prior weight near χ1, χ2 ' 0 and little probability to
configurations with two large spins. As a result, rescal-
ing from the fiducial to the volumetric prior can intro-
duce biases into astrophysical conclusions. As a concrete
example, the right panel of Figure 1 shows the cumula-
tive distribution of φJL, the polar angle of L relative to
4IMRPv2
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FIG. 1: Priors and the relative significance of large spins Left panel : For a synthetic GW151226-like event, the inferred
cumulative posterior distribution for |χ1| using a prior P (< |χi|) = χi (black) and P (< |χi|) = χ3i (red), for i = 1, 2. For
comparison, the two priors are indicated with dotted black and red lines. The posterior probability that this synthetic event
has two significant, precessing spins depends on the prior. Right panel : Inferred cumulative posterior distribution for φJL, the
polar angle of L relative to J, for the volumetric prior P (< |χi|) = χ3i . The solid blue line shows the results of repeating a full
PE calculation, including the modified prior. The dotted blue line shows the estimated distribution calculated by weighting
the posterior samples. This synthetic event was generated with parameters similar to GW151226 and analyzed with a PSD
appropriate to GW150914, generated in the manner of [59].
J. The solid line shows the result of a full calculation
with the volumetric prior. The dotted line shows the re-
sult derived using reweighted posterior samples, starting
from the fiducial uniform-magnitude prior. While the
two distributions are approximately consistent in extent,
the two disagree in details. If used uncritically in (hi-
erarchical) model selection, reweighted posterior samples
could lead to biased conclusions about model inference,
and (in the context of our study) to biased conclusions
about the relative impact of model-model systematics.
Of course, a careful treatment of reweighted posterior
systematics would identify this potential problem, and
the need for more samples to insure a reliable answer in
any reweighted application (i.e., the expected variance of
the Monte Carlo integral estimate for Pˆ is large, because
p/pref is often large).
C. Model-model comparisons
To quantify the difference between two predicted gravi-
tational waves from the same binary with the same space-
time coordinates and location, we use a standard data-
analysis-motivated figure of merit: the mismatch. Like
other figures of merit, the mismatch is calculated using
an inner product between two (generally complex-valued)
timeseries a(t), b(t):
〈a|b〉 = 2
∫
|f |≥fmin
a˜∗(f) b˜(f)
Sn(|f |) df , (1)
where Sn(|f |) is the noise power spectral density of a
fiducial detector, fmin is a chosen lower frequency cut-
off (typically a few tens of Hz), and the integral includes
both positive and negative frequencies. Usually these
comparisons also involve parameterized signals a(λ, θ)
and b(λ′, θ′), with maximization of the (normalized) in-
ner product P between a, b over some set of parameters
θ:
P (a, b|Θ) = maxθ Re 〈a(θ)|b(θ
′)〉√〈a(θ)|a(θ)〉 〈b(θ′)|b(θ′)〉 (2)
where Θ denotes the names of the parameters in θ over
which we maximize. Maximization is asymmetric; we
change the parameters of only one of the two signals, ef-
fectively considering the other as “the source”. When
the signals a, b are real-valued single-detector response
functions and when Θ is time and binary orbital phase,
this expression is known as the match. When the two
signals are real-valued single-detector response functions
and when Θ includes all binary parameters, this expres-
sion is known as the fitting factor.
In our comparisons, we fix one of the two timeseries a
generated by model A, as if it was some known detector
response (e.g., from another model’s prediction). The
other timeseries is a predicted single-detector response
b = ReF ∗h where F is a complex-valued antenna re-
sponse function and h is the gravitational wave strain.
Ideally, we should evaluate b using model B and precisely
the same intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, calculating
the faithfulness [61]. The precessing models considered in
this work have different time and phase conventions. In
order to specify the astrophysically equivalent binary to
some configuration as evolved by SEOBNRv3, we need
to adopt a different event time t; orbital phase φorb; and
precession phase φJL. Reconciling the phase conventions
adopted by these models is far beyond the scope of this
5work. However, we can find the most optimistic possi-
ble answer by maximizing overlap over t, φorb, and φJL,
using differential evolution to evolve towards the best-
fitting signal. In other words, we use a figure of merit
P (a, b|t, φorb, φJL) (3)
Because our gravitational wave signals include higher
modes, we take care not to use the conventional Fourier
transform trick when maximizing in time and orbital
phase.
D. Comparison on posterior distributions
To investigate systematic errors in observationally rele-
vant regions of parameter space,we perform model-model
comparisons using samples drawn from the posterior pa-
rameter distributions for several of LIGO’s detections to
date, as well as for synthetic sources. Unless otherwise
noted, these comparisons are performed on the expected
Hanford detector response.
Figure 2 illustrates our comparisons for our synthetic
GW170104-like event, using the fiducial spin prior. For
the short waveforms needed to explain this signal, dis-
agreement between the models is primarily associated
with higher levels of precession, viewed in an orienta-
tion near the orbital plane where the effects of precession
dominate.
Since lower mass systems take longer to evolve from
some lower frequency to the merger, waveforms drawn
from the posterior of GW151226 are significantly longer
in duration. The two waveform models have significantly
greater opportunity to dephase, leading to lower overlaps.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of these mismatches. The
disagreement is significant over a larger portion of the pa-
rameter space than for our GW170104-like event, and is
less strongly correlated with the orbital inclination θJN .
It is clear that the spins play a leading role in producing
these differences.
In Figure 4 we show two results for a synthetic GW
151226-like event, one that adopts a uniform spin prior,
and the other the volumetric spin prior. As in Figure 3 we
see that more moderate-to-highly spinning systems in the
posteriors show a greater degree of diagreement between
the models. The volumetric spin prior increases the sup-
port for large spins, and so increases the proportion of
the posterior where model disagreement is significant.
III. EXAMPLES OF BIASED INFERENCE OF
BH PARAMETERS
To illustrate the discrepancies in inferred parameters
which such disagreements can cause, we select points
with significant differences and generate the associated
waveforms with one model, before running the full pa-
rameter estimation analysis on these waveforms using the
other model. We do not add any simulated instrumental
noise to the model signal in this process.
In these demonstrations of the practical differences be-
tween models from each other and from numerical rela-
tivity, we use the same parameter estimation techniques
and models applied by LIGO to infer the parameters of
the first two observed binary black holes [4, 62, 63]. Fig-
ures 5 and 6 show concrete examples of biased parameter
inference. In Figure 5, the red dot shows the parameters
of a synthetic signal, generated with SEOBNRv3 using
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters drawn from the poste-
rior distribution for GW151226. The binary parameters
chosen correspond to a configuration where the models
disagree (i.e., low overlap); see Figure 3. Our synthetic
data contains only the expected detector response, with
no noise (the “zero noise” realization). The black curves
show the 90% posterior confidence intervals, derived us-
ing the IMRPhenomPv2 parameter inference engine.
In Figure 6, we generate a synthetic source signal from
a numerical relativity simulation produced by the SXS
collaboration [64], using an extension to LIGO’s infras-
tructure to designed for this purpose [65, 66]. This figure
demonstrates by concrete example that the two models’
disagreement can propagate into biased inference about
astrophysically important binary parameters, even now
in a regime of low signal amplitude and large statistical
error.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Mismatch does not imply bias: Examples with
high mass ratio and zero spin
Due to their neglect of higher-order modes, the two
models disagree significantly with numerical relativity at
high mass ratio, even in the absence of spin. Several
previous studies have demonstrated these modes have a
significant impact on the match [67–70]. As a concrete
example, Figure 7 illustrates the mismatch introduced
due to the neglect of higher order modes for non-spinning
systems of varying mass ratios, with total masses M =
80M and inclinations θJN = pi/4.
A large mismatch, however, does not imply a large
bias. For example, in the limit of a long signal, the
different harmonics have distinct time-frequency tra-
jectories and transfer information with minimal cross-
contamination [71–73]. As a result, an analysis using
only one mode will find similar best-fitting parameters,
but with a wider posterior than if all available infor-
mation was used. At higher mass and near the end of
the merger, however, multiple modes are both significant
and, due to their brevity, harder to distinguish. Using
a simple matched-based analysis applied to hybridized
nonprecessing multimodal NR simulations, [69] argued
that for moderate-mass binaries, inferences based on the
leading-order quadrupolar model alone would not be sig-
nificantly biased, compared to the (large) statistical er-
6FIG. 2: Model-model comparison on our synthetic GW170104-like event: Using posterior samples from our synthetic
GW170104-like event, we calculate model-model overlaps between IMRPhenomPv2 and SEOBNRv3 waveforms, maximized
over time, coalescence phase, and precession phase. This analysis adopts the fiducial (uniform) prior on spin magnitude. In the
left panel is a cumulative histogram of the maximized overlaps. In the right panel the posterior samples are plotted in terms
of θJN , the inclination of the observer relative to the total angular momentum, and a measure of the net binary BH spin. The
color scale indicates the maximized overlap, with the lowest values occurring for large binary spins and preferentially near the
orbital plane. The noise curve used for these calculations was the same as used in Figure 1.
FIG. 3: Model-model comparison on GW151226: As Figure 2 but for GW151226. The intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
used in this comparison are from LIGO’s O1 posterior distribution. Frequent and significant disagreement is apparent. IMR-
PhenomPv2 produces waveforms that are somewhat longer than SEOBNRv3 for these modest masses, leading to dephasing
due to a slight difference in the rate of frequency evolution integrating over such long waveforms. This effect correlates strongly
with the binary spin. The noise curve used for these calculations was calculated from data near the time to GW 151226.
ror expected at modest SNR; see the right panel of their
Figure 1. For nonprecessing zero-spin binaries, we con-
firm by example that inferences about the binary are not
biased. As an example, Figure 8 shows the posterior dis-
tributions inferred using two EOB models, one includ-
ing higher-order modes (EOBNRv2HM), and the other
omitting them (SEOBNRv4). The synthesised signal
is a nonprecessing binary with q = 5 and M = 80M,
generated via numerical relativity (i.e., a signal includ-
ing higher order modes). Due to model limitations, these
inferences are performed assuming both black holes have
zero spin. This figure shows that both sets of parame-
ter inferences are consistent with the true binary param-
eters used, and that inferences constructed with higher
modes (via EOBNRv2HM) are both sharper and less bi-
ased than inferences that omit higher modes (via SEOB-
NRv4).
A large mismatch does imply, however, that the anal-
ysis is not using all available information. For exam-
ple, searches for gravitational waves which neglect higher
7FIG. 4: Model-model comparison on a synthetic GW151226-like event: As Figures 2 and 3 but for a synthetic
GW151226-like event. As in Figure 2, the top and bottom panels show the results assuming a uniform and volumetric spin
prior, respectively. Adopting a volumetric spin prior noticably increases the posterior support for large spins and hence the
fraction of the posterior associated with parameters where the two models disagree significantly.
modes cannot fully capture all available signal power
and a priori are somewhat less sensitive [68–70, 74]; but
cf. [75]. Parameter inference calculations that use higher
modes are well-known to be more discriminating about
binary parameters [76–80, 80–83]. Even for short signals
associated with heavy binary black holes, analyses with
higher modes can draw tigher inferences about binary pa-
rameters [46, 82, 83], depending on the source; see, e.g.,
Figure 8.
B. Marginal distributions, degeneracy, and biases
Fortunately or not, nature and LIGO’s instruments
have conspired to produce short GW signals with modest
amplitude to date. As illustrated by LIGO’s results [3, 4]
and our Figure 5, when using current methods (e.g., IM-
RPhenomPv2 and SEOBNRv3), the inferred posterior
distributions for most parameters are quite broad, dom-
inated by substantial statistical error. Inferences about
individual parameters are also protected by strong degen-
eracies in these approximate models (e.g., in the neglect
of higher-order modes) and in the physics of binary merg-
ers (e.g., in the dependence of merger trajectories on net
aligned spin). For example, the rightmost panel of Fig-
ure 5 shows the posterior distribution in q and χeff ; the
joint posterior is tightly correlated (and strongly biased),
but the individual marginal distributions for q and χeff
is broad, and contains the true parameters.
In principle, inference with higher modes and pre-
cession can more efficiently extract information from
and produce significantly narrower posteriors for BH-
BH mergers; see, e.g., [82, 83] as well as our Figure 9.
Proof-of-concept new models containing these modes for
precessing binaries have only recently been introduced
[37, 38], and have not yet been extensively applied to
parameter inference.
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FIG. 5: Biased parameter recovery with IMRPhenomPv2 I: SEOBNRv3 source: Red dot shows the parameters of
a synthetic coalescing binary, whose radiation is modeled with SEOBNRv3. Binary parameters are drawn from the posterior
distribution of GW151226. The inclination of the orbital angular momentum relative to our line of sight is θJN = 2.48. No syn-
thetic noise is added to the signal. For this source, the match between the detector response predicted using IMRPhenomPv2
and SEOBNRv3 is 0.817 in Hanford, after maximizing in t, φorb, φJL. Black curve shows the 90% confidence interval derived
from a detailed parameter inference calculation using the IMRPhenomPv2 approximation. Calculations are performed using
a network of detectors whose noise power spectra are identical to the estimates derived for GW150914 [4, 59], using frequencies
above 20Hz.
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FIG. 6: Biased parameter recovery with IMRPhenomPv2 II: NR source: Red dot shows the parameters of a synthetic
coalescing binary, whose radiation is modeled with a numerical relativity simulation SXS BBH:0165 with network SNR of 12.
All simulated modes ` ≤ 8 are included in our synthetic signal. The detector response is calculated assuming a signal an angle
θJN = pi/4, at a distance so the network SNR is ∼10. No synthetic noise is added. The black curves show the 90% confidence
interval derived from a detailed parameter inference calculation using the IMRPhenomPv2 approximation. Calculations are
performed using a network of detectors whose noise power spectra are identical to the estimates derived for GW150914 [59].
Because the (2, 2) mode of this source starts at 27Hz, we only use frequencies greater than 30Hz in our analysis
V. CONCLUSIONS
Using concrete binary black hole parameters consistent
with LIGO’s observations to date, we have demonstrated
that the two models used to infer BH-BH binary param-
eters can often be significantly inconsistent with one an-
other, as measured by their overlap. Differences are most
significant for parameters corresponding to strongly pre-
cessing BH-BH binaries, viewed from directions where
modulations from precession are strongly imprinted on
the outgoing radiation. Again using concrete and un-
exceptional binary parameters – at the signal strengths,
masses, and spins corresponding to current observations
– we demonstrate that these model differences are more
than sufficient to significantly bias parameter inference
for astrophysically interesting quantities, like the joint
distribution of the most massive BH’s mass and spin.
In principle, these systematic differences could be identi-
fied by parameter inference performed with both models,
identifying regions of disagreement. In practice, however,
for long BH-BH merger signals like GW151226, the com-
putational cost of large-scale parameter estimation with
SEOBNRv3 and conventional parameter inference tools
9FIG. 7: The effect on overlap due to neglecting higher
modes: Here we generate a series of non-spinning waveforms
with M = 80M and θJN = pi/4 using an EOB model that
includes higher modes, EOBNRv2HM, then use the same pa-
rameters to generate waveforms with two models that do not
include these higher modes, one EOB and one phenomenologi-
cal – SEOBNRv4 and IMRPhenomD. Again we calculate the
overlap maximized over φorb, φJL, and t. As higher modes
are most important for heavier and unequal mass binaries,
these large mismatches may be responsible for disagreements
seen in Figure 6. Conversely, higher modes are not significant
for and not included in models compared Figures 3 and 5, so
are unlikely to be responsible for the large discrepancies seen
there.
remains cost-prohibitive at present.
After the discovery of GW150914, Abbott et al. [45]
performed a systematic parameter investigation study,
assessing how reliably the (known) parameters of syn-
thetic signals were recovered. That investigation used
IMRPhenomPv2 for parameter inference; full numer-
ical relativity simulations as sources; and emphasized
source parameters similar to GW150914. Our study com-
plements this initial investigation by directly comparing
the two models used for inference; by using both model-
and NR-based synthetic sources; and by using source pa-
rameters consistent with subsequent LIGO observations.
At present, the posterior distributions for any individ-
ual astrophysically interesting parameter is often large,
due to a combination of modest signal strength, brevity,
and some degree of model incompleteness. In partic-
ular, even for the most extreme examples of synthetic
inference studied here, where model disagreements were
most substantial, the one-dimensional posterior probabil-
ity distributions still contained the known value. While
these biases described in this work are not always large
compared to the posterior’s extent, these biases could
complicate attempts to use multiple events to draw as-
trophysical inferences about compact binary populations.
For the immediate future, parameter inference for BH-
BH binaries should be performed with multiple models
(including numerical relativity), and carefully validated
by performing inference under controlled circumstances
with similar synthetic events. Extensive followup studies
of this kind were performed for GW150914 [35, 45, 46]
and GW170104 [3, 47], so their general parameters are
not in doubt.
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